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Overview: 

This presentation introduces the audience to the phenomenon of Sniper Alley in Sarajevo circa 1993, a 

warfare-based campaign of systematic murder and terror in Sarajevo in which military personnel executed 

order to randomly kill civilians in city 

 

Student Learning Outcomes: 

1. Identify where Bosnia and Sarajevo is and the general situation in Bosnia circa 1993. 

2. Explain the situation that gave rise to sniper alley. 

3. Describe the design and findings of Milgram’s (1963) Shock experiment, Zimbardo’s (1972) 

Stanford Prison Study, and Asch’s conformity illuminate factors that can breakdown an ethical 

behavior. 

4. Evaluate how Milgram (1963), Zimbardo (1972), and Asch's conformity studies illuminate how 

authority and obedience, roles and context, and  conformity all may have contributed to the 

sniper’s behavior in Sniper Alley. 

5. Analyse on how the phenomenon of  Sniper Alley is relevant in today’s world and in the USA. 

 

Procedures/Lesson Sequence: 

This presentation works best with a prepared slideshow or access to a web browser.  Resources for 

constructing the presentation are given as links in the procedure. Unless otherwise noted, source 

references for most general topics are Wikipedia.  These will suffice as overview references for most 

general curriculum needs.  In addition, all linked resources are meant only as suggestions to give a flavor 

for how to design the presentation 

●  Show video of sniper alley. (example 1, example 2 (warning: violent and needs to have YouTube 

account to access)   

○ Get reactions of the class to the video.  Ask them what is going on. 

○ (optional) If you want to expand the discussion to stereotyping ask the audience to describe how 

they see the people who are running to avoid being shot.  After a few minutes, ask them what 

religion they probably are.  Then let the audience know that most of the people being shot at are 

probably Muslims.  A good reference for discussing stereotyping, prejudice and ultimately, 

discrimination is Whitely and Kite (2010).  The following webpage Oxford Bibliography 

Webpage has a technical discussion with many references. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33jYId5JLl4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJKZ8QrdJpo&has_verified=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJKZ8QrdJpo&has_verified=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJKZ8QrdJpo&has_verified=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJKZ8QrdJpo&has_verified=1
https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Psychology_of_Prejudice_and_Discrimi.html?id=OUUCPQAACAAJ
http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199828340/obo-9780199828340-0097.xml#obo-9780199828340-0097-bibItem-0007
http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199828340/obo-9780199828340-0097.xml#obo-9780199828340-0097-bibItem-0007


● Ask the class what they know about the former Yugoslavia, Bosnia, and Sarajevo.  Use this as 

your starting discussion point. 

○ Below are some resource suggestion for creating a presentation: 

■ A map of Europe or the world illustrating where Bosnia and the other states of the former 

Yugoslavia  is. 

■  A close up map showing Bosnia and Sarajevo, and perhaps some photos of Sarajevo today 

(e.g., example 1, example 2, example 3). 

■ Summarize source material on Bosnia and Sarajevo. 

■ Summarize  source material on the breakup of Yugoslavia and Bosnian war. 

● (Optional) Discuss any or all of the following in terms of explaining the violence and 

internecine warfare: 

○  how the breakup of Yugoslavia destroyed economic stability and ability to address 

their basic needs, particularly the lowest three elements of Maslow’s Hierarchy of 

Needs. (copy of original 1943 article here.) 

○ how economic and social disruption led to scapegoating.  (See the editing volume by 

Esses & Vernon, 2009, particularly Chapter 4 by Glick, When Neighbors Blame 

Neighbors: Scapegoating and the Breakdown of Ethnic Relations.   

○ how Rene Girard’s anthropological model of the scapegoat may explain (See Girard, 

(1986), particularly the second chapter Stereotypes of Persecution.) 

■ Consider showing images of Sarajevo during the war (example 1, example 2 (warning: this 

image has a dead body), example 3). 

● Briefly describe the siege of Sarajevo and how sniper alley came to be (map of sniper alley) 

○ Ask audience to provide explanations about how soldiers, many of whom were young men and 

reservists (not professional soldiers) could find themselves shooting civilians trying to cross 

road intersections. 

● Present video on Milgram’s (1963) shock study on asocial behavior.  (For more information, see 

Milgram (1974), and this Wikipedia article for a brief overview.) 

○ .Discuss the role of obedience and authority in facilitating people to act in ways that are later 

judged as immoral. 

● Present video on Zimbardo’s (1973) Stanford Prison Study  For more information, see Zimbardo 

(2007) and this Wikipedia article. 

○ Discuss the role of roles and context in “allowing” people to act in ways that are later judged 

as immoral. 

● Present video illustrating Asche’s research on conformity (originally study in 1951) .  For more 

information see this pdf of Asche (1955) article in Scientific American and this Wikipedia article. 

○ Discuss  the role of conformity  in “allowing” people to act in ways that are later judged as 

immoral 

●  Now it is time to discuss how these factors played a role in the soldier’s shooting of civilians. 

○ Discuss about how obedience and authority authorized and demanded the behavior, 

analogizing this to Milgram’s study.  Would soldiers have engaged in shooting civilians if they 

were not cajoled by superiors?  Did the superiors help to remove the sense of responsibility on 

the part of shooters? 

○ Discuss how roles and context changed soldier’s perception of civilians and what the behavior 

meant.  Discuss the role of “guard” and “prisoner” by analogy to “shooter” and “sniper.”  It 

was noted by victims that the shooters often seemed to act arbitrarily.  Analogize this to the 

description of guards’ behavior in the Stanford Prison Study. 

○ Discuss the role of conformity on the shooters’ actions.  Did the shooter’s peers play a role in 

the behavior.  (Perhaps discuss the role of depersonalization and uniforms).  The video 

discussed two forms of conformity: informational conformity (believing what they are doing is 

“true”) and normative conformity (not believing, but just going along with the group.).  Let 

the audience discuss whether either kind of conformity could lead to shooting.  Keep the 

discussion open-ended. 

● Bring the conversation back to the personal relevance of the audience.   

○ If the optional topics of needs and scapegoating were discussed, discuss how it would be 

possible for the USA to find itself in a place in which citizens are actively scapegoating one 

another.  Or, are there structures in place in the USA that would prevent a breakdown of 

http://travelquaz.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/bosnia-u201cthe-bridge-on-the-drina-u201d-by-ivo-andric-203-voices.jpg
http://ontheworldmap.com/bosnia-and-herzegovina/bosnia-and-herzegovina-location-map.jpg
http://www.icty.org/x/image/ABOUTimagery/Yugoslavia%20maps/3_%20yugoslavia_map_2008_sml_en.png
http://www.icty.org/x/image/ABOUTimagery/Yugoslavia%20maps/3_%20yugoslavia_map_2008_sml_en.png
https://i.pinimg.com/736x/4d/e9/98/4de9985bdf2f480c4fa3d484cd3287b2--bosnia-and-herzegovina-sarajevo.jpg
https://www.mywanderlust.pl/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/bascarsija-sarajevo.jpg
http://sarajevo.travel/assets/photos/texts/original/a-winter-weekend-in-sarajevo-1420804400.jpg
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/content/dam/travel/rights-exempt/Travel-2016/Where-The-Locals-Go/Sarajevo/old-town-bascarsija-sarajevo.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnia_and_Herzegovina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarajevo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breakup_of_Yugoslavia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs
http://psychclassics.yorku.ca/Maslow/motivation.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scapegoating
https://books.google.com/books?id=-8UEryg54fsC
https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Scapegoat.html?id=7-PYAAAAMAAJ
https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Scapegoat.html?id=7-PYAAAAMAAJ
https://cdn.theatlantic.com/assets/media/img/photo/2012/04/20-years-since-the-bosnian-war/b40_RTR2N3FY/main_900.jpg?1423856551
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-aVuC8_uFUSs/Thf6OiqgBDI/AAAAAAAAAII/iMrYwNcnczk/s640/Sarajevo+%2528Genocid+u+Bosni%2529+23.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-aVuC8_uFUSs/Thf6OiqgBDI/AAAAAAAAAII/iMrYwNcnczk/s640/Sarajevo+%2528Genocid+u+Bosni%2529+23.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-aVuC8_uFUSs/Thf6OiqgBDI/AAAAAAAAAII/iMrYwNcnczk/s640/Sarajevo+%2528Genocid+u+Bosni%2529+23.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-aVuC8_uFUSs/Thf6OiqgBDI/AAAAAAAAAII/iMrYwNcnczk/s640/Sarajevo+%2528Genocid+u+Bosni%2529+23.jpg
http://www.aegeegoldentimes.eu/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Sarajevo24.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Sarajevo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sniper_Alley
http://www.pippins.me.uk/2009%20Bosnia/images/Bosnia-1715%20Sarajevo%20map.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=13&v=Kzd6Ew3TraA
https://books.google.com/books/about/Obedience_to_Authority.html?id=vYGA45EODOgC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milgram_experiment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZwfNs1pqG0
https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Lucifer_Effect.html?id=vjeHCA6i4IAC
https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Lucifer_Effect.html?id=vjeHCA6i4IAC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_prison_experiment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYIh4MkcfJA
http://www.bridgetutoring.co.uk/download/i/mark_dl/u/4008169036/4612592015/Solomon+Asch+-+Original+article.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asch_conformity_experiments


structure that would endanger people’s needs? 

○ Are there any current events that are leading people to behave in ethically questionable ways 

due to any of the factors explored (obedience and authority, role and context, and 

conformity.)  Would it be possible for these factors to be so extreme that people could go all 

the way to homicide? 

○  How can our knowledge of these social psychology concepts help us be proactive in ensuring 

that we- both as individuals and collectively- don’t fall into the trap of committing unethical 

acts. 

 

Assessment: 

● Most of the formative assessment is informal, it is engaged by question and answer with the 

audience.  However, at each bullet point, the speaker could implement a personal response system 

(e.g., TurningPoint, Kahoots, Socrative), to get a quantitative measure of participant 

understanding.  (e.g., one could ask “Sarajevo is the capital of which country?”, or “Which of the 

following countries has a predominantly Muslim population?) 

● After each video a speaker could create a quantified response asking participants to identify a key 

concept or term from the video.  (e.g., How was the amount of harm somebody was willing to do 

to another person measured?) 

● In my class, summative assessments are often built into end-of-the class quizzes that I have built 

into the Canvas Learning Management System.  For the presentation given, most questions are 

about the methodology of the social psychology studies, so they would not be appropriate for 

other use.  However, tailoring multiple choice questions appropriate to the level of description 

given by the speaker should be fairly straightforward.   

● Alternatively, the final bullet of the lesson sequence could be omitted.  Instead, it would become an 

essay assignment. Here is an example of one possible essay “After considering how the three 

classic social psychology studies can be applied to “sniper alley, please pick an current issue in the 

USA that these studies can be applied to.  In your discussion, make sure to use and define the 

following terms: obedience, authority, role, context, information conformity, normative 

conformity.  Each term should be accompanied by an illustration taken from the current issue you 

chose to discuss. In the final paragraph, discuss what can be done to minimize the impact of each 

of these concepts.  A complete paper will address all concepts.” 

 

Materials: 

Videos and links are included in the lesson sequence. These resources can be used to build a slide show if 

desired.  In addition, here are the sources relevant to social psychology that would illuminate the 

presentation: 

Asch, S. E. (1955). Opinions and Social Pressure. Scientific American, 193 (5), 31-35. 

Esses, V. M., & Vernon, R. A. (Eds.). (2008) Explaining the breakdown in ethnic relations: Why 

neighbors kill. New York:  Blackwell Publishing, Ltd. Oxford, UK. 

Girard, R. (1986). The scapegoat. Baltimore, MA. John Hopkins Universit.y  

Maslow, A. H. (1943). A theory of human motivation. Psychological Review, 50, 370-396. 

Milgram, S. (1974/2009). Obedience to Authority: An experimental view. New York: Harper 

Collins. 

Whitley, B. E., & Kite, M. E. (2010). The psychology of prejudice and discrimination. Belmont, 

CA: Wadsworth. 

Zimbardo, P. (2007). The Lucifer effect: Understand how good people turn evil. New York: 

Random House 

 



Technology: 

● My description of the lesson plan is written to be flexible.  The minimal technology needed is a 

computer with internet connection and a web browser.  If desired, A slide show could be created 

with the materials linked above,  

● If a formative assessment is desired.  I’d recommend tying student responses to a system like 

Kahoots (if all participants have a cell phone) or a system like TurningPoint (if students need to 

be provided with clickers.)  However, index cards could be provided where students put their 

names on them and hand them in as they go. 

● A summative assessment could be as simple as a paper and pencil test, a scantron, or as I tend to 

do, deployed on a Learning Management System.  Alternatively, the summative assessment could 

be a take-home essay, as described above. 

 

Adaptations: 
This material is appropriate to many different kinds of classes in psychology.  It could possibly even be 

used by people studying politics and contemporary history. 
 

Reflections:  

My first run through on this was successful.  Students didn’t know anything about Bosnia and sniper alley, 

so the novelty effect had them engrossed and engaged so that they were ready to encounter the social 

psychological concepts and discuss how they could be used to explain sniper alley.  For myself, I will be 

continuing to build the material.  As appropriate, I may build focused assessments, though I think 

assessments on topics like this should always be tailored by the presenter, the presenter’s style, and the 

intended audience. 

 

 


